Caudillos II Questions

LAS

Name: ________________________

1) Caudillos were regional strongmen who rose to power in Latin America in
the wake of independence through _________________________. That
means they relied on rural lower class citizens who pledged their
allegiance/support in exchange for concrete benefits like protection, food
and land.
2) Caudillos were often _______________________ who used their wealth,
charisma and military success to garner support from the rural poor.
3) Factors which allowed the success of client politics (Caudillos) across Latin
America included:
4) Name three factors/skills which made a caudillo successful?
5) What social class made caudillo’s rule possible? Which class was not
included?

6) The short story “The Slaughterhouse” by an Argentine author
demonstrated what characteristic about the rule of caudillos?

7) The speaker refers to an analysis of caudillos in the nation of
___________________ .
8) “Compadrazgo” refers to a relationship between a person and another
who is not a ___________ member.

9) The Colorado Party in Paraguay supported what goal?

10)

The Liberty Party in Paraguay supported what goal?

11)
Juan Manuel ______________ from the nation of
_________________ created a deep divide.
12)
He became governor of Buenos Aires , Argentina in 1829 and fought
the Unitarians. What was one of his main policies?
13)
What was the Mazorca and how did Rosas use them?

14)

Why would the lower class support Rosas if he were so brutal?

15)
Porfirio ____________ of Mexico was also controversial. What
situation allowed him to rise to power?
16)
Diaz established local ______________ which allowed him to seize
control, a path to rule followed by most caudillos.
17)
The motto for Diaz was
______________________________________.
18)
Diaz practiced clientalism but changed his focus from helping the
poor to supporting what group instead?

19)

What was a positive consequence of Diaz’s rule?

20)

How was Diaz’s rule brought to an end?

21)

Is Trump a caudillo? Why or why not?

